Introduc tion HOLMBOE and his collaborators
(1945) used the natural coordinates extensively in "Dynamical Meteorology ", but their treatise was restricted within the horizontal flow in level surface, casting somewhat important role to geometrical intuition in the process of expressing equations by the natural coordinates.
ARAKAWA (1951) tried to derive more consistently the equations of motion in the natuarl coordinates.
However, they could not touch on the second derivative because their definition of the natural coordinates is mathematically obscure.
In a previous paper, the present author introduced analytically the natural coordinates basing on the extended directional differentiation and referring to the isobaric surfaces, and the geometry and kinematics of this coordinates were treated applying some part of them to the Kuroshio System (KAWAI, 1957) . Though the vertical motion was taken into consideration and the second derivative was referred to, in order to simplify the mathematical expression there were adopted three assumptions upon the isobaric surfaces: the steady state of pressure field, the coincidence of isobaric surfaces with the surfaces of equal depth below the sea surface and the neglect of the curvature of isobaric surfaces.
In short, this system was a natural coordinates on the isobaric surface, whose curvature is negligibly small. Thus, it is needful to combine more strictly the natural coordinates with isobaric surface or further with any equiscalar surface undulating with time.
The quasi-Lagrangian coordinates proposed by STARR (1945) where f indicates the scalar quantity whose equiscalar surface is designated as the coordinate surface.
In the following, the equiscalar surface of f designated as the coordinate surface is called the reference equiscalar surface distinguishing it from the equiscalar surface of any other scalar quantity F, and the natural coordinates on an equiscalar surface of f are called the natural f-coordinates for simplicity.
The double sign in front of grad f in the first equation of (1) has to be selected so that the unit vector q is directed upward.
The definition (1) is represented in words as follows; s is the unit vector of u which is the projected component of V normally upon the reference equiscalar surface of f passing through O, and n is the unit vector lying on the same equiscalar surface as s and is perpendicular, positive counter-clockwise, to s, while q is the unit normal of the reference equiscalar surface, positive upward.
The system of s, n and q forms a right-handed orthogonal system locally at each point. If a vector field of current and a scalar field of f under consideration are given at an instant three-dimensionally, s, n and q are determined at each point in so far as the current direction does not coincide with the normal of the equiscalar surface of 
Using (2), (3), (4), (6) and (4'), the differentials of the unit vectors s, n and q are expressed as (7) where (8 On the other hand, from the above equations, the last equation of (6) and (8) In this paragraph and the next, geometry and kinematics in the natural f-coordinates are introduced with the aid of the directional differentiation.
When a scalar function F(x, y, z, t) is differentiable, the directional derivatives in the direction of s, n and q are defined as follows: (9) We have readily from (9) and (5) (10) (3), (8), (4) and (4') (12) Putting F=f in (12), we get (13) Soc. Japan, Vol.14 No.4 (1958) Substituting x, y, or z for t in (12) and (13), these equations are established, whereas s, n or q cannot be substituted for t in (12) and (13), and the corresponding equations have to be obtained newly from (9), (10), (3), (8), (4) and (4') as below: (14) Putting F=f in (14), we get (15) Substituting x, y and z respectively for t in (12), we get from (9) and (10) (16) 4.
Vector operations
When a scalar function F is differentiable, we get from (6), (10) and (5) (17) so that the gradient on the equiscalar surface of f is defined as
When a vector A is given, it is dissolved into three comronents in the two coordinates systems as (18) Considering (6) and (2), we have from (18) (19) and (20) Proceeding now to the expression of divA by the natural f-coordinates, we have from (18) div A=As div s+An div n+Aq div q
Further, we get from (2), (10), (4) and (4')
The divergence on the equiscalar surface of f is represented from (21) and (22) On the other hand, rot A is expressed from (18) and (17) by the formula: (23) Further, we have from (7) and (22) (24) The rotation on the equiscalar surface of f is nothing but the q-component of rot A: (25) the equations (21), (22) Considering (25) and (7), the term of acceleration in (28) 
Accordingly, the second term of (28) is expressed as (32) Using (17), (30) and (32), (28) This equation is dissolved by (17), (25), (31), (7) and (15) into three components, and the q-component is expressed by
where Extending the vertical p-velocity, the vertical f-velocity is defined as Soc. Japan, Vol.14 No.4 (1958) and its directional derivative is shown from (13) and (15) by (37) Considering (37), the q-component of the vorticity equation (35) 
and are held for the current pattern of small scale. Considering (41) we get from (31), (3A) and (40) and from the first equation of (8A) (46. s) The angular variation of coordinate axes along q cannot be estimated so easily as along s and n. Differentiating (34'. 3) with respect to n, and considering that the density difference between two points on both sides across the Kuroshio Front has the orders of magnitude Considering the third equation of (43) and the above equation, we get from the second equation of (15) (47. s) Seeing that we get from the first equation of (8A) and (47. s) so from that we get (47. q)
We get, also, from the second equation of (8A) and (47.q) (47. n) The order of magnitude of w can be estimated from the condition that div V vanishes in the incompressible fluid. Thus, we get from (26) 
On the basis of (49), the equations (14) be-
In regard to the vector operations we can approximate their expressions by the present natural coordinates as shown below.
Considering (47.n), (26) becomes (26A) Also, the equations (27) and (31) Similarly, the equations of motion (33) are reduced to (33 A) Since the equations (9B),(12A),(14A), (26A),(27A),(31A) and (33A) derived above have the same forms with the equations derived under some assumptions upon the isobaric surface in a previous paper (KAWAI, 1957) , we can conclude that the effects of the motion and the curvature of isobaric surfaces are negligibly small in the motion of the scale mentioned at the beginning of this paragraph.
Various forms of the vorticity equation
The vorticity equation (38) is the most original form, for the various expressions of the vorticity equation may be derived from it when giving various scalar quantities to f in (38). The common assumptions made in deriving the following equations are that the motion is frictionless and that the fluid is incompressible. (KAwAI, 1955) and the law of the conservation of the potential vorticity can be derived in a more fundamental form. As another apprication it was verified that we can numerically neglect the effects of the undulation of isobaric surfaces in the equations of motion referred to isobaric surfaces. Thus, the equations derived in part I of the previous paper (KAWAl, 1957) , neglecting the curvature of isobaric surfaces, can be established as they were, in so far as the characteristic scale of the phenomenon under consideration is large to some extent. However, when the phenomenon of small scale is considered, the present ccordinate system will be effective.
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